We investigate the state space of bipartite qutrits. We construct an analog to the "magic" tetrahedron for bipartite qubits-a magic simplex W. It is formed by all convex combination of nine Bell states which are constructed using Weyl operators. Due to the high symmetry it is enough to consider certain typical slices through W. Via optimal entanglement witnesses we find regions of bound entangled states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement is without doubt one of the most remarkable features of quantum mechanics. It is the source of applications like quantum cryptography, teleportation, dense coding or a possible quantum computer. Up to now one does not yet have a good computable way to distinguish entangled states from separable ones for higher dimension or more particles and not much is known about the structure of the set of separable states. In this letter we explore a subset of bipartite qutrit states for which we find the geometrical structure, surprisingly including a whole region of bound entangled states.
To explore the geometrical structure, as is the main topic of many works (e.g. Ref. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ), is of great help in understanding the quantum features, develop quantum measures and algorithms and hence to find future applications.
Since the seminal letter on distillation [1] , it was a common expectation that all entangled bipartite states are distillable, but already for bipartite qutrits one finds states which are positive under partial transpose P T , i.e. have only positive eigenvalues, called P P T states, but cannot be distilled [9] , i.e by no local operation and classical communication (LOCC) Alice and Bob can purify or distill this bipartite mixed state into a maximally entangled one. These states are called bound entangled. Though a lot of examples are found, e.g. Refs. [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] , and even for thermal states (e.g. Ref. [15] and references therein), general recipes to construct such kind of states are lacking. The reason for the existence of these kind of states is also unknown and still mysterious [16] .
We start by considering a subset of bipartite qubits for which the state space can be visualized via the "magic" tetrahedron [17, 18] . We find for bipartite qutrits a subset where an analogous simplex can be drawn. We analyze the set of separable states within and point out the similarities to bipartite qubits, and discuss the differences, e.g. the polytope structure and bound entanglement. * Beatrix.Hiesmayr@univie.ac.at ± , φ ± can be used to decompose every locally maximally mixed state and a geometric picture can be drawn. The positivity condition forms a tetrahedron (red) with the four Bell states at the corners of the cube and the totally mixed state, the trace state, in the origin (black dot in the middle). Via reflection c → − c one obtains another tetrahedron (green) with reflected Bell states located in the remaining corners of the cube. The intersection of both tetrahedra gives an octahedron where all points inside and at the surface represent separable states.
II. BIPARTITE QUBITS
A single qubit state ω lives in a two dimensional Hilbert space, i.e. H ≡ C 2 , and any state can be decomposed into the well known Pauli matrices
with the Bloch vector components n ∈ Ê 3 and
For | n| 2 < 1 the state is mixed (corresponding to Tr ω 2 < 1) whereas for | n| 2 = 1 the state is pure (Tr ω 2 = 1). The density matrix of 2-qubits ρ on C 2 ⊗ C 2 is usually obtained by calculating its elements in the standard product basis, i.e. |00 , |01 , |10 , |11 . Alternatively, we can write any 2-qubit density matrix in a basis of 4 × 4 matrices, the tensor products of the identity matrix ½ 2 and the Pauli matrices σ i , 
where the c i are three real parameters and can be considered as a vector c in Euclidean space. In Fig. 1 we show a 3-dimensional picture, where each point c corresponds to a locally maximally mixed state ρ. The origin c = 0 corresponds to the totally mixed state, i.e.
The only pure states in the picture are given by | c| = 3 and represent the four maximally entangled Bell states
{|00 ± |11 }. It is well known that density matrices which have at least one negative eigenvalue after partial transpose (P T ), i.e. T ⊗ ½ (T ...transposition), are entangled. The inversion of the argument is only true for systems with 2 ⊗ 2 and 2 ⊗ 3 degrees of freedom. P T corresponds to a reflection, i.e. c 2 → −c 2 with all other components unchanged. Thus all points inside and at the surface of the octahedron represent all separable states in the set.
III. BIPARTITE QUTRITS
The description of single qutrits can be made very similar to the one for qubits, i.e. any qutrit state ω ∈ H 3 ≡ C 3 can then be expressed by
where λ i (i = 1, ..., 8) are the eight Gell-Mann matrices, generalized Pauli matrices, with properties Tr
However, whereas for qubits all Bloch vector's form a unit sphere and describe density matrices, not all 8-dimensional Bloch vectors for qutrits describe necessarily a density matrix. For example n 8 = 1 and all other components equal zero describes a matrix which is not positive definite. The full analogy between single qubits and qutrits already fails.
For bipartite qutrits we could now try to follow an analogous way as for qubits, i.e., consider only density matrices where the local parameters are set to zero. However, not all locally maximally mixed states can be decomposed into maximally entangled states, the Bell "x-coordinate": l "y-coordinate": k
Here we plotted the points P k,l of the discrete classical phase space. l denotes the values of the position coordinate and runs from 0 to 2 and k "quantizes" the momentum and runs also from 0 to 2. From one fixed point, e.g. P0,0, all possible lines are drawn. Thus the phase space carries 4 bundles where each bundle consists of 3 parallel lines. In Ref. [21] it is shown that transformations inside the simplex W are equivalent to transformations in this phase space and that the lines are all equivalent in the sense that each line may be transformed into any other one. This enables us to study the geometry of separability and PPT in W by e.g. just considering 3 Bell states on a line.
states for qutrits. Thus we have to reduce the set of all locally maximally mixed states further and we do that with the help of an alternative way to generalize the Pauli matrices, i.e. by unitary matrices which are not Hermitian, see e.g. Ref. [19, 20] .
IV. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAGICAL SIMPLEX W
We start with a maximally entangled pure state, this is a Bell type state, in a chosen basis {0, 1, 2}
|s ⊗ |s .
On the first subspace, the system of Alice, we act with the Weyl operators, defined by W k,l |s = w k(s−l) |s − l with w = e 2πi/3 , while Bob's subsystem is always left inert. The indexes k and l run from 0 to 2. The other eight Bell states are constructed by acting with the Weyl operators onto the chosen Bell state
With that we can construct nine Bell projectors P k,l = |Ω k,l Ω k,l |. The mixtures of these pure states form our object of interest, the magic simplex W:
Our aim is to discuss the geometry of this 8-dimensional simplex in the context of separability and entanglement.
We focus mainly on entanglement detected by P T and give examples for a whole region of bound entangled states, i.e. states which are P P T but not separable, for a certain class of states. Clearly, the same construction can be used for qubits, i.e. choose any Bell state, e.g. Ω 0,0 = |φ + , act on one subspace with the Weyl operators W k,l where w = e 2πi/2 = −1 and k, l runs from 0 to 1 (equivalent to the Pauli matrices). One obtains all four Bell states; this also generalizes for any bipartite qudit system.
Let us remark that for qutrits not all locally maximally mixed states can be diagonalized by Bell type states and even if so, they may not be embedded into a version of W. Moreover, there exist nine mutually orthogonal Bell type states which do not form an equivalent to W. Examples and proofs can be found in Ref. [21, 22] as well as how W is embedded in the whole state space.
Of course it is difficult to draw a picture of this 8-dimensional simplex, however, it can be considerably simplified because of the high symmetry inside W. This means that certain mixtures of Bell states, P k,l , form equivalence classes: The indexes k and l of the Bell states P k,l can be interpreted as the "quantized" momentum and position coordinate, respectively. In Fig. 2 we have drawn such a phase space interpretation. It turns out that the symmetry of W-appearing as reflection, rotation and shear in the phase space-is such that all states on a line, as indicated in Fig. 2 , have the same geometry concerning separability and entanglement. This means states which are mixtures of the unity and three Bell states on a line can be handled on the same footing, which is done in the next section. Another geometrical picture is obtained if one chooses any two Bell states, which clearly define a certain line, and any other Bell state which does not belong to this line, this is studied at the end.
This describes the full geometry of those states which can be decomposed into the unity and three Bell states and is discussed in the following. Of course to get the full geometry one has to consider also mixtures of more than three Bell states.
A. The geometry on a line
As a first example let us consider the states
The geometry is given in Fig. 3 (b) . The positivity condition (ρ ≥ 0) is satisfied for all points {β, α} inside the (green) triangle (only 3 different eigenvalues). All states positive under P T , (T ⊗ ½ 3 ) ρ ≥ 0, have to be inside the dotted (blue) triangle (only 3 different eigenvalues). The intersection of both triangles corresponds to either separable or bound entangled states. To find out whether the dotted area also includes bound entangled states, one has to construct optimal tangential wit- (P0,1 + P0,2). The green triangle presents positivity and the dotted blue triangle all matrices positive under partial transpose (P P T ). The axes are chosen in such a way that the symmetry of W becomes a geometrical symmetry. In both cases it turns out that the intersection of positivity and P P T equals separability, thus the two (blue) border lines of P P T crossing the axes, K1, K2, are optimal tangential witnesses for the states represented. While for qubits this includes the whole symmetry on a line, for qutrits we have also other symmetries, see Fig. 4 .
nesses. An entanglement witness for a given state ρ is a criterion to decide whether ρ is inside the set of all separable states, i.e. S (see also Refs. [23, 24, 25] ). The set of tangential witnesses K for a state ρ is defined by {K = K † = 0|∀ σ ∈ S : T r(Kσ) ≥ 0, T r(Kρ) = 0}. In the qubit case the planes of the octahedron in Fig. 1 or the lines in Fig. 3 (a) represent such tangential entanglement witnesses, K 1 , K 2 , which are optimal for discriminating between separable and entangled states. In Ref. [21] it is proven that a witness for states on a line mixed with unity must have the form
Furthermore, K is directly related to the matrices
with Φ being any normalized state vector in C 3 . If M Φ is non-negative ∀ Φ, K is a witness and moreover if det M Φ = 0, then K is a tangential witness.
For the states (1) it turns out that K 1 , K 2 -the limiting lines of P T -are optimal tangential witnesses, i.e. det M Φ = 0 for certain Φ's. This means the dotted area inside positivity represents separable states, i.e. P P T ≡separable, see Fig. 3 (b) .
Generally, any state on a line and unity is given by
and the geometry is drawn in Fig. 4 . The positivity condition on the three eigenvalues forms again a triangle, the (blue) and so on until α = 5 12 (dashed, red). For α < 1 6 the P P T region is an ellipse cut by a line and for 1 6 ≤ α < 5 12 it is solely an ellipse. In the last case (α = 5 12 ) the P P T area does not intersect the positivity area (smallest, red triangle), that means all states are entangled, in agreement to Fig 3 (b) . Contrary to the slice in Fig 3 ( b) not all P P T states are separable. In the figure to the right hand side an enlargement for negative β and α = 0 is shown. The dots are the density matrices for which the tangential witness is optimized. That means all states between the iterated curve and the P P T ellipse correspond to bound entangled states.
condition on P T , however, forms a more complicated object (an ellipse and a line). As one mixes more and more P 0,0 to the state, the region of positivity and P P T decreases, until for α > In Ref. [21] the case α = 0 is discussed and indeed it turns out that there is a small region of bound entangled states if either β or γ is negative (see enlarged region, right hand side of Fig. 4) . The difference between the P P T boundary and separability is rather small, at most of the order 10 −2 . The question arises whether the bound entangled region increases or decreases when P 0,0 is more and more mixed to the state.
Here we can distinguish two cases, i.e. P 0,0 is mixed with positive or negative α. If we choose for instance β = −0.06 (see also Fig. 5 ) we find that for α ≥ 0 the region decreases, i.e. already for α = 1/12 we find no better witness than given by P P T up to numerical precision of 10 −6 (using standard optimization methods). For α ≤ 0 the region decreases until for β = γ = −0.06 no bound entangled state is found and then increases again. Clearly in the case β = γ = −0.06 we have the case represented by Fig. 3 (b) where no bound entangled states can be found.
The "generalized" concurrence for qutrits [26] turns out to give the same result for γ = 0 for certain numerical quasi pure approximations [27] . Also for γ = ± Summarizing, the geometry of mixtures of three Bell states on a line and the unity is such that separable and bound entangled states form sections through the simplex, where the bound entangled states form only a small region, see also Fig. 3 (b) , Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
B. The geometry beyond lines
The second possibility of a mixture of 3 Bell states is to choose two Bell states which always define a line and choose any other Bell state which is not the one completing the line and mix it with the unity, e.g.
Clearly, the positivity condition gives the same three different eigenvalues as in the cases before. However, if one chooses β, γ → β 2 , the boundary of P P T consists no longer of simple lines, see Fig. 6 (a) . If one considers slices spanned up by the unity and two Bell states, Fig. 6 (b) , we obtain no longer a cone but a more complex object.
In principle any optimal witness can be calculated with the procedure as given in Ref. [21] , more parameters, however, are involved and consequently it is hard to minimize det M Φ . For that another numerical strategy is necessary and will be done in a future work. Calculation with the 'generalized" concurrence for qutrits [26] for certain numerical quasi pure approximations [27] have shown that there are also bound entangled regions in this case. are shown (color coding as in Fig. 4) . Compared to the line case, Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 4 , the P P T region is more complicated, i.e. is not simply an ellipse. The P P T region shrinks with increasing α and already for α = (smallest (yellow) triangle) no separable state is found.
V. SUMMARY
We discuss the state space of locally maximally mixed bipartite qubits, i.e. such states where the trace over one party gives the normalized unity. A three dimensional picture of the geometry of separability and entanglement can be drawn, Fig. 1 . We generalize for bipartite qutrits, where a certain smaller state space, a subspace of all locally maximally mixed density matrices, is considered. We obtain it by acting with the Weyl operators, generalized Pauli matrices, onto a chosen maximally entangled state, a Bell state. In this way one can construct nine Bell states and its convex combination forms our object of interest, the magic simplex W.
It has nine Bell states in the corners and given the high symmetry of this state space, one finds a phasespace structure, see Fig. 2 , implying that certain Bell states form equivalency classes.
We investigate the geometry of W, in particular the geometry of three such Bell states forming a line mixed with the unity, see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . We find that the separable states do not form a simple polytope as in the qubit case and despite the fact that only a subset of all locally maximally mixed states is considered we find even a whole region of bound entangled states. They are obtained by optimizing entanglement witnesses. The high symmetry on a line reduces the class of witnesses remarkably and consequently optimization is numerically obtainable. Furthermore, we find that the region of bound entangled states decreases/increases if the third state of the line is mixed to it.
Last but not least we investigate the state space of two Bell states, the unity and another Bell state not on the line formed by the previous ones. The region representing the states positive under partial transpose (P P T ) show a even more complicated geometry, see Fig. 6 .
Concluding, while for bipartite qubits the geometry of separability and entanglement is exhausted by considering a line -the mixture of the unity and any two Bell states-for bipartite qutrits the geometry is more complicated and includes new phenomena which may find interesting applications in future.
